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Modernizing Aging Systems
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Our legacy platforms have served us well for decades, but we're 
running out of upgrades that will keep us ahead. Technology is 
changing too fast, and our enemies are too adaptable.
Mark Esper

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/mark-esper-quotes


Agenda

• Welcome
• 1305-1335: Keynote Speaker

• Garth McMurray, Professor of Systems Engineering Management, DAU

• 1340-1420: TCODE, TRANSCOM’s Software Factory
• Chris Lipe, TCODE Lead Engineer, Isaac Wright, Lead Information Systems Security 

Engineer and Tiffany Tucker, Configuration Management Lead

• 1425-1505: USMEPCOM, Modernizing Journey – 18 Months Later
• Mathew Lince, Chief Information Officer, USMEPCOM

• 1505-1545: AEGIS Agile Journey - PEO IWS Forge Software Factory 
• Rick Jandrain, Software Acquisition Manager, Naval Sea Systems Command, PEO 

Integrated Warfare Systems
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Why to Modernize

“Have you ever walked into a defense 
contractor and watched us build software? 

Well, it’s just a nightmare. And if you look at 
every one of our programs, it’s a nightmare 
across the board. Why, because the United 
States doesn’t know how to build software?

We’re the leading software nation in the 
world. We just haven’t translated that into 

the Department of Defense.”
- Gen Hyten, Vice Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff

- 2019-2021

Garth.McMurray@DAU.edu

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A. Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.

mailto:Garth.McMurray@DAU.edu


Assumption

The power of modern software development 
practices is only achieved with modern 
systems architecture & vice versa

Enterprise Services Modernization Model



“Speed of Relevance”

Everyone has heard about the speed 
of relevance…

Is that the only reason to modernize?



Reasons to Modernize
Maximize ROI by deploying most important features early
Modular systems enhance security (Zero Trust enabler)
Modular systems architectures make long-term maintenance easier
Modern systems are more scalable
Once established, automation saves both cost and schedule
Emphasis on automated unit testing increases regression testing

Results in fewer escaped defects (bugs in operational environment)

Reality:
Requirements change
Contract mods are very expensive
Estimates are almost always optimistic because comparatively little is known
Waterfall processes are not equipped to deal with reality

And my favorite… operational relevance



Operational Relevance

https://www.dote.osd.mil/Annual-Reports/2022-Annual-Report/

Here’s how our systems are doing in OT:

http://www.dote.osd.mil/Annual-Reports/2022-Annual-Report/


Operational Relevance

Modern software development (Agile/DevSecOps) 
requires implementing frequent feedback from real users.

Risks to operational effectiveness and suitability are found 
early (fail fast means learn fast) and prioritized.

So, modern practices reduce program risk.

Better question: Why hasn’t everyone modernized?



Why Systems Don’t Modernize
Valid reasons:
Sunset program
Simple system
No maintenance required (Single use, like firmware)

The biggest reason:
Culture – our acquisition system was built on waterfall 

processes; it’s what we do; it’s how we think
Training – lack of understanding
Risk aversion

Could these be 
the same?



Paradigm Shift: Management is Overhead
Standish Group Chaos Report 2020

Historically, as PM skill increases, success decreases



The Key to Agile/DevSecOps

Minimize Management

Agile Principle #10:
Simplicity–the art of maximizing the amount of 

work not done–is essential.



Minimizing Management

• There are many hows and whats in management
• Good Agile management requires knowing the why
• Once the why is known, find the least burdensome 

way to achieve the intent
• You don’t have to manage if you can still make 

management happen

Often distrust in Agile/DevSecOps processes is lack of understanding how Agile 
achieves the intent of well-known waterfall practices – without doing them.



Example – EVM (With time-constrained simplicity)

• Earned Value Management (EVM) has two critical ratios (SPI and CPI) 
which compare what was planned with what was accomplished

• If less money has been spent, but more of what was planned has been
done than expected at any given time, the program is performing well

• So, EVM measures how well you follow the plan
• With a stable plan, EVM provides understanding of product completion

and cost when the product is not available



Agile Program Performance

• Agile plans are not stable, but the product is available
• Through frequent assessment of the actual product, the end user knows

the actual value earned
• Changing the plan occurs when improvement is identified

• With empiricism, improvements are expected frequently

• The intent of EVM is reached without extra management overhead

Agile Principle #3:
Deliver working software frequently

Agile Principle #7:
Working software is the primary 

measure of progress



Bottom Line

Legacy Acquisition

Delivers a product
Modern Acquisition

Delivers value

It’s about

vsOutput Outcome



Questions?
“In the decade since the waterfall model was developed, our 
discipline has come to recognize that setting the requirements is 
the most difficult and crucial part of the software building 
process, and one that requires iteration between the designers 
and users. In best modern practice, the early specification is 
embodied in a prototype, which the intended users can 
themselves drive in order to see the consequences of their 
imaginings. Then, as the design effort begins to yield data on the 
cost and schedule consequences of particular specifications, the 
designers and the users revise the specifications.”
- 1987 Defense Science Board report to Congress on software



TOGETHER, W E DELIVER.TOGETHER, WE DELIVER.

TCODE
Chris Lipe – Chief Engineer
Isaac Wright – ISSM
Tiffany Tucker – Configuration Manager
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TOGETHER, W E DELIVER.
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OVERVIEW

• Background
• The "Why"
• Challenges
• Questions
• Contact Us



TOGETHER, W E DELIVER.

TCODE is a Software Factory and Platform as a Service (PaaS) provider for USTRANSCOM PEO-T applications including mostly 
legacy applications. The platform provides GitOps processes tenant applications can leverage to deploy to 
a DevSecOps platform with secured and certified hardened containers built from the DoD Iron Bank. TCODE is built on top of the 
Platform One Big Bang suite of tools.

The goal of this ecosystem is to adopt the DoD Enterprise DevSecOps Platform Initiative (DSOP) by leveraging lessons learned 
from industry best practices, open-source software, and commercial solutions to provide a multi-tenant DevSecOps platform using 
continuous integration, delivery, and deployment pipelines across various impact levels (IL2/4/5 with IL6 planned as a future goal).
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USTRANSCOM Cloud Optimal DevSecOps Ecosystem
(TCODE)

TCODE - BACKGROUND



TOGETHER, W E DELIVER.
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TCODE – THE "WHY"

• Cloud modernization efforts have largely been expensive and yielded less than ideal results.
- "Run to the Cloud" resulted in legacy architectures "lifted and shifted" to cloud hosting
- Tech refreshes were not accompanied by updates to policy and procedure
- Continued waterfall/"agilefall" development leaves efficiencies on the table
- Need a technological and culture change to adapt to rapidly changing warfighter needs

• Our requirement to support legacy applications drive us toward a self-managed solution.

"Any efforts to facilitate innovation impacts people, processes and tools and all three must be 
addressed to be successful." - USTC Digital Modernization Strategy, 18 May 2020, Goal 3: Build a Framework that Facilitates Innovation



TOGETHER, W E DELIVER.
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TCODE - CHALLENGES

People
• Developers, end-users, expect waterfall style software deliveries

• Example: Changing testing cycles to match faster release pace
• Contract deliverables geared toward waterfall deliveries

Processes
• Existing frameworks for risk assessment/ accreditation are not well adapted to agile development (tend 

to support waterfall)
• Risk analysis needs to move to the left to support agile software dev
• Establishing thresholds for control gates that allow for legacy applications

Tech
• Ability to promote across zones
• Standardized pipelines change how development is done
• Legacy tech debt must be refactored out of existing systems



TOGETHER, W E DELIVER.
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TCODE – QUESTIONS

Has your enterprise migrated a legacy Information System or application to a software factory?
• What were the biggest challenges?
• What "modernization" changes were made to enable use of the modern platform?

How did you determine the risks associated with software factory configuration?
• How was the threshold/objective determined and were there different ones for legacy applications?
• What body of evidence supports that determination?
• Are you able to map the output of control gates and other tools directly to compliance, or are you still using a third party 

RMF tool (eMASS)

What accreditation process are you using for your platform and tenant applications?
• Do tenant applications require a full RMF ATO, CTF, or are they accredited as a subcomponent under your platform?
• Who is the approval authority for go live when onboarding a new application (ISSM, AO, ect.)



TOGETHER, W E DELIVER.
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TCODE – CONTACT US

We want to hear from you!!

Org Box - transcom.scott.tcaq.mbx.tcode@mail.mil

Chris Lipe - christopher.a.lipe.civ@mail.mil
Isaac Wright - isaac.w.wright4.civ@mail.mil
Tiffany Tucker - tiffany.m.tucker5.civ@mail.mil

mailto:transcom.scott.tcaq.mbx.tcode@mail.mil
mailto:christopher.a.lipe.civ@mail.mil
mailto:isaac.w.wright4.civ@mail.mil
mailto:tiffany.m.tucker5.civ@mail.mil


TOGETHER, W E DELIVER.TOGETHER, WE DELIVER.

Questions
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TOGETHER, W E DELIVER.

QUESTIONS
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Feb 2023

Modernization Journey 
18 Months Later

U.S. Military Entrance Processing Command
DoD CIO DevSecOps Community of Practice



Freedom’s Front Door

USMEPCOM

“Don’t wait for opportunity, create it.” –George Shaw

Who We Are

• Our mission – evaluate 
applicants by applying 
established DoD standards 
during processing for military 
service

• Our applicant processing 
system was 27 years old and 
needed to be updated

• We support over 5,000 users 
across 67 locations

• Share data with 14 other 
systems

2



Freedom’s Front Door

Legacy MIRS 1.0 ~27 years old 
built on COBOL, Java, Oracle

Numerous servers

Not user friendly

Needed a dedicated team

Gap in skillsets

Waterfall project management

MIRS 1.1 is a cloud-based system

Conversion to Amazon Web Services 
(AWS)

User friendly system

Formed a cross-functional temporary 
team

Leveraged traditional and non-
traditional hiring actions

Implemented/adopted the Scrum 
framework and Agile principles

Background

Challenges Solutions
The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId5 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId7 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId9 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId11 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId13 was not found in the file.
The image part with relationship ID rId15 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId17 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId19 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId21 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId23 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId25 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId27 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId29 was not found in the file.

Solutions
The image part with relationship ID rId31 was not found in the file.

Status Quo is Latin for: “The Mess We’re in” 3



Freedom’s Front Door

Process

Purposeful

2-Week 
Sprints

Feedback

Intentionally chose 
“good enough to go live”

Post-deployment rapid delivery      
of improvements created

buy-in and credibility

User focus groups and 
direct observation

An early version of a product 
that meets minimum

necessary requirements for 
use but can be adapted and

improved based on user 
feedback.

Minimum Viable Product (MVP)

4“What is right is often forgotten by what is convenient.” – Bodie Thoene



Freedom’s Front Door

Year One

Challenges

Solutions
• Large initial backlog and 

technical debt
• Developer turnover
• Missing big features and 

functions
• IT civilian knowledge base
• Outdated Processes
• Related systems were not 

updated

• Deleted backlog; started fresh
• Focused first on “nagging” 

usability issues (400 user 
tickets resolved)

• Kept core members with a 
consistent philosophy

• Propagate “this is how we do  
it here” 

• Organizational transformation 

Year One is very fragile; requires close caretaking 5



Freedom’s Front Door

18 Months Later

Achieved Fully Viable Product (FVP)
• Major features/functions complete; new 

functionality added after usability fixed
• Major focus on quick bug fixes
• Intuitive system

Focus on Related Applications
• Update 8 legacy system of systems
• Connect to MHS GENESIS
• Use the same proven methodologies

What Does the Future Hold?
• Dream big
• What else CAN we do?

The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not found in the file.

The image part with relationship ID rId4 was not found in the file.

Modernization is never done.  Don’t slow down.

The image part with relationship ID rId6 was not found in the file.

6



Freedom’s Front Door

Questions

Point of Contact
Matthew Lince

Director/CIO, J-6/MEIT
Matthew.k.lince.civ@army.mil

(847) 688-3680 x7700

7
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PEO IWS 
Forge Software Factory

Rick Jandrain
Forge Ecosystem Lead

PEO IWS X
richard.r.Jandrain.civ@us.navy.mil
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PEO IWS Mission and Vision

Mission

“To develop, deliver, and sustain operationally 
dominant combat systems to Sailors.” *

*with technical excellence, adaptability and rapid solutions that are intelligently integrated

“Sea Power to the Hands of Our Sailors” 
Sea Power to Accomplish the mission; to the Hands 

of Our Sailors who must execute the Mission
*NOW through affordable, adaptable, and sustainable programs and integration

Vision



DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A:  Approved for public release: Distribution unlimited

PEO IWS Programs and Projects

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who is PEO IWS 1?PEO IWS is responsible for equipping the Navy Fleet with combat systems supporting our Navy's missions for integrated air and missile defense, surface warfare, and undersea warfare.  IWS 1.0, under leadership of our Major Program Manager, CAPT Andy Biehn, is responsible for developing, delivering, and sustaining the AEGIS Weapon System aboard our Fleet's guided missile Cruisers and Destroyers.The program also develops variants of AEGIS for the US Coast Guard's Offshore Patrol Cutters (OPCs) and the future FFG(X) warships.We integrating the weapon system with the larger AEGIS Combat System comprised of 40+ sensors, weapons, and C4ISR systems.What does AEGIS do?The AEGIS Combat System provides area defense for Navy strike groups, protecting high value units like Aircraft Carriers from missile attacks.  The combat system is operated by about 20 watch standers in Combat Information Center (CIC).  The system provides awareness to operators of the air, surface, and subsurface track picture; enables engagement of hostile targets with guns, missiles, and various forms of "soft kill"; and conduct mission planning activities to put the ship in the right place, with the right sensor and weapon posture to best support continued safe and effective operations.
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Software Factory ‘The Forge’
• The Forge is a Government furnished software development 

ecosystem enabling transformation in how PEO IWS develops and 
delivers operationally dominant combat systems 
− Government furnishes development environment
− Contracts for mission application teams will be awarded via an OTA through 

the MARCOR SYSCOM C5 Consortium
o 2 agreements awarded in July 2021
o 1 agreement awarded in May 2022

− Task Order for IT Ops and Cyber Engineering will be awarded via Air Force 
DevSecOps Talent BOA

o Task order awarded in April 2021
− Capacity-based acquisition wherever feasible  maintain freedom of 

maneuver and minimize burden of contract execution
− Black Pearl DevSecOps environment became available in late 2021 for task 

orders under IDIQ contract
o Task order awarded in August 2022



DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A:  Approved for public release: Distribution unlimited

Transformation Challenges
• Brownfield modernization with a code base that is 

classified and controls weapons
−Stakes are HIGH if we make a mistake
−Use of data adapters that connect new IL5 mission apps 

to existing combat system interfacing
−Targeted re-architecture in high-value domains

o Low complexity/risk
o Direct warfighter benefit

• Smoothly transitioning PoR efforts – devil in details
−Focus on incremental change while continuing to field

o Follow-on integration contract RFP issued in May 2022
o Contract awarded in late 2022 for continued capability 

development for near-term deliveries & maintenance of 
fielded configurations



DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A:  Approved for public release: Distribution unlimited

Our Agile Transition
• Establishing a software factory was a critical step in enabling an incremental 

transition from Waterfall to Water-Scrum-Fall to Agile
−Started sprinting in 2020 with small group of 15-20 Gov’t and support contractor 

personnel  Grew to ~ 80 people in 2021 and > 100 people now in 2023

• The Forge is a virtual ecosystem, but we wanted a brick-and-mortar hub to help 
set the culture and foster collaboration
−Leveraged an Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Partnership Intermediary Agreement 

(PIA) with Catalyst Campus for Technology and Innovation (CCTI) to open a 
collaboration space in Riverdale, MD, in early 2021.  

−Transitioned to Navy field activity PIA in Dec 2021.

• Forge was initially created with AEGIS combat system in mind, but we are now 
working across shipboard combat systems in pursuit of a common integrated 
combat system 

• We anticipate requirements volume for Forge to increase significant over the next 
2-3 years, driving a need to scale up in capacity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We couldn’t have achieved anything without a proper knowledge base.  So I want to talk to our education and engagement in the early stages of our journey.Education.  Most people in program were familiar with the term "Agile" but had mixed perceptions of what it was all about based on their ad hoc exposure and some various research.  Window dressing: Say the right things, hold the right meetings, water-scrum-fall.  These are examples of the “half-@$$ approach” to Agile.Over time we learned that it's all about the culture of continuous improvement, allowing our plans to evolve vice “locking them in,” and putting an increased focus on ensuring our end users can easily employ our advanced sensors, weapons, and fire control capabilities.Beyond training, we conducted a great deal of cross-program interaction to learn more about various aspects of acquisition.  Our key influencers Key influencers and Inspiration behind our journey have been:Matt Kennedy, Dep’t of Treasury OCC, who has mastered the “capacity-based” approach to Agile acquisitionNicolas Chaillan, who guided our early implementation of a DevSecOps pipeline and the approach for software modernization through Strangler PatternMaj Rob Slaughter, who runs the PlatformOne outfit, and hosted the AEGIS program on multiple occasions out in Colorado Springs and really taught us “living Agile” in a way online training never could have!Tory Cuff has provided us key insight into the makeup of a software factory, scaling it over time, and key roadblocks to avoid.Shout to Heather Heben at NIWC PAC who hosted an AEGIS visit this past February to help us codify our cloud-based development plan.
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Our Agile Implementation
• Tailored version of SaFE

• 3-month Program Increments (PIs)

• 2-3 week sprints (team dependent) – some teams in Kanban

• Solution Council establishes service agreements with customer programs
−Gov’t Solution Manager
−Definition of Done for the work
−Schedule Constraints
−Funding profile

• Gov’t product owners from Navy field activities manage the software product 
teams and enabling teams
−Product examples: Event Reconstruction, Data Adapter, Tactical Platform as a Service
−Enabling examples: Agile Advocates, Engineering & Architecture, Guardians, BlackOps
−Navy field activities also provide some developers, as well as process SMEs (Safety, 

Certification, Quality Assurance, Engineering Architecture)

• All of our teams have a blend of various contractors – “teamification”
−Allows for max flexibility in blending skill sets
−Ensures we don’t end up with a provider trying to “corner the market” in a certain 

product development domain
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Key Values in our Day-to-Day Ops
• Maximize amount of work NOT done.  BOLO for unnecessary / 
OBE / non-value-add meetings and tasks.  Shield teams from 
churn and distraction as much as you can.
• MVP construct.  Perfect is enemy of Good.  Requirement 
and/or context will evolve anyways, might as well start 
executing and getting user feedback.
• Sweat the process and approach, but not the tool.  Being in 
Jira doesn’t magically make you Agile, and being Agile doesn’t 
force you to Jira for everything.
• Continuous improvement.  Try new and scary things.

−We implemented Solution threads for first time in a recent Program 
Increment planning event.  Scary and initially confusing initially, but worth 
it already!  How did we survive without it?

−Commenced migration to Black Pearl environment in Fall 2022.  Painful and 
drag on capacity to get there, but will enable huge efficiency gains.
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What are your questions?

Interactive tours provided on recurring basis
 2nd Weds of each month
 @ collab space provided by Catalyst Campus for Technology 

and Innovation

https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-forge-at-catalyst-campus



“Sea Power to the Hands of Our Sailors”
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Contact Information

 Garth McMurray, Garth.McMurray@dau.edu

 Chris Lipe - christopher.a.lipe.civ@mail.mil

 Isaac Wright, isaac.w.wright4.civ@mail.mil

 Tiffany Tucker, tiffany.m.tucker5.civ@mail.mil

 Matthew Lince, matthew.k.lince.civ@army.mil

 Rick Jandrain, richard.r.jandrain.civ@us.navy.mil
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Closing Remarks

Rob Vietmeyer , 
DoD Chief Software Officer  
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Next CoP: Thursday 9 March, 1300-1600 ET
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